Latte
Chocolate
Mocha
Black
Decaf Available
Extras
(Almond, Soy, Extra Shot)

5.0
6.0
6.5
4.5

Limonata
Chinotto
Aranciata Rosso
Orangina
Sparkling Water .25/.5/1L

4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5/6.5/9

/ TEA

3.5
4.0/4.5
4.0/4.5
4.0/4.5
6.0
4.5

/ ICED DRINKS

Ruby Breakfast
Meaningful Green
Moonlight Rose
Honey I’m Home

4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5

(Black tea and Chamomile)

Herb Garden

4.5

(Peppermint, Ginger, Herbs)

0.5

0.5

RIPPLE EFFECT TEA

(White Tea)

Soul Chai

/ JUICES

/ COFFEE

Espresso
Flat White/Latte/Cap. etc.
Long Black
Batch Brew
Mörk Hot Chocolate
House Chai Latte
Decaf Available
Extras
(Almond, Soy, Extra Shot)

/ SOFT DRINKS

LOADED CRAFT COFFEE ROASTERS

4.5

PURE AND HEALTHY JUICE
Cloudy Apple
Beetroot & Carrot Beta C
Watermelon Passion
Lemon Ginger Tonic
Wheatgrass Green Elixir
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6.5
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.5

/ COFFEE

We have worked closely with Loaded roasters to create an espresso coffee that is
approachable, delicious, and full of character. Our coffee is a pulped natural from the Kaparaó
region of Brazil, developed to bring out a rich, chocolatey flavour with plenty of body.
It makes for a flavoursome, satisfying espresso, and a sweet, hearty coffee with milk.
Our filter coffee is a naturally processed coffee from Yirgacheffe in Ethiopia. It is vibrant and
sweet, with notes of red berries and toffee, and a gentle acidity that lingers in the mouth.

/ CHOCOLATE

For a special filter coffee experience, ask our barista to brew a carafe of fresh, delicious
coffee for you at your table.

Mörk hot chocolate is brought to us from Melbourne. With a focus on specialty, ethically
sourced chocolate, they create blends of pure cacao, finely grated dark chocolate, and
organic coconut blossom sugars to create a truly indulgent drink.
Our blend is 70% cacao, so it is sumptuous and satisfying.
We also offer a lighter blend of 50% cacao, for customers who are after a lighter cup.
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/ TEA

Ripple Effect Tea is a local company, specialising in importing the highest quality teas.
Organic and from single origins where possible, these teas and infusions offer a real
experience in the cup.
Ruby Breakfast / Satisfying & Energising
Rise and shine with the ultimate breakfast blend made from 100% organic high-altitude pure
Ceylon Tea Leaves. Ruby red in colour, Ruby Breakfast is brisk and full-bodied with distinctly
sweet vanilla and woody aromas, subtle citric acidity, and a gentle bittersweet
finish.
Moonlight Rose / Delicate & Calming
Indulge in the calming effects and gentle intricacies of this minimally handled ancient and wild
White Tea combined with aromatic Organic Rose Petals. Like the shades of the moon, the
appearance of the dry leaves are white on one side and shadowy black on the other, giving it
a striking appearance. Moonlight Rose has soothing floral tones with hints of stone fruit and a
delicately sweet finish.

Soul Chai / Heartfelt & Comforting
Paying tribute to an ancient Indian custom, we bring you our best version of this traditional
spiced Black Tea. A selection of 100% organic, sweet, and warming spices are freshly ground
and hand blended Into each batch of Soul Chai. Bursting with flavour and full of natural
sweetness, it is designed to create a full flavoured chai latte without the need for additional
sweeteners or powders.

Honey I’m Home / Heart-Warming & Soothing
Unwind and savour the fine balance of artisanal hand-crafted Yunnan Black Tea, combined
with Chrysanthemum, Calendula, and Chamomile. This delicious blend has smooth milk
chocolate and vanilla flavours, with gentle florals and a lingering honey-like finish.

Herb Garden / Refreshing & Uplifting
A thoughtful mix of some of the most loved aromatic and healing organic herbs. Herb Garden
is a fine balance of sweet, spicy, floral and citrus with a thick full body, refreshing taste and
surprisingly sweet finish. A tisane designed to ignite your taste buds and provide a delicious
caffeine-free boost that can be sipped any time of the day.
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/ JUICES

Pure and Healthy Juices are an excellent local company, with two decades’ experience
creating fresh, cold-pressed juices for cafes in Perth. Our juices are a treat
for your body as well as your tastebuds.

Cloudy Apple
Created in a Hydro-press, a cold-press method using water pressure. This process retains
maximum nutrients and some of the apples beneficial pectin fibre.
Watermelon Passion
Crushed, locally grown long-seeded watermelon with apple and whole crushed strawberries.

Lemon Ginger Tonic
A true cleansing tonic and digestive aid. Perfect as a palate cleanser after a meal.

Beetroot and Carrot Beta-C
Cloudy apple juice and cleansing lemon juice mixed with carrot juice and beetroot juice.
Beetroots contain unique phytonutrients called betalains, which have been shown to provide
antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, and detoxification support.

Wheatgrass Green Elixir
Home grown wheat grass is crushed and the highly nutritious juice is combined with lively
lime cloudy apple juice, super spirulina, cucumber juice, and mint leaves.
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